You’ve Had It Up To Where?
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Critical Mass is an actively maintained social vaccination
against the kind of isolation and despondency FEMA creates
and enforces. Communicating in the heat of the moment,
solving problems face to face, cooperating with people we
otherwise haven’t had much contact with, are all practical
skills in disaster preparedness. And let’s face it, when the
streets are ﬁlled with quake rubble, the bicycle will become
the transportation of necessity, just like it was in 1906.
We cannot delude ourselves about how bad the world
is, how much worse it’s go�en since we started riding before
Clinton’s ﬁrst election. In this age of cynicism, an unforgiving
world is made meaner and colder by the haughty selfrighteousness of venal government and business leaders,
unapologetic proﬁteers and brazen war criminals who think
they can escape justice forever. They won’t, but no thanks
to Critical Mass cyclists, who don’t address this larger
drama. We don’t leave, or haven’t yet, our self-deﬁned
limits of a rolling monthly seizure of the streets (a
mere bike ride? hardly!) to contest the larger
culture in other ways, but maybe that’s OK.
Few of us are passive witnesses to
this madness. During our daily lives
we discuss and imagine alternatives
all the time. We help each other
live be�er lives through mutual
aid and cooperation. Many
people are tinkering in the growing
mountains of waste to invent new
homegrown technologies that anticipate
the problems facing future post-oil survival.
With a growing embrace of a broader ecological
agenda, our small acts of resistance and renewal
are already shaping the world to come. Our common
wealth will be based on locally produced organic foods,
wind and solar electricity, bicycling and recycled biofuels,
restored habitats and daylighted waterways, vibrantly
creative and diverse artistic cultures of free expression and
easy-going tolerance, new combinations of urban and rural,
and a media renaissance providing unprecedented breadth
and depth in proliferating forms and outlets. Freed from
the rigid limits imposed by proﬁt-seeking, scientists could
address problems they consider “unrealistic” today. Medical
care can open up to many of the world’s traditions, leading
to new ideas about health, sickness and treatment. We can
decide together what work is worth doing and what stupid
and destructive work should stop immediately.
Who knew that riding home together once a month
could open the space to imagine such a diﬀerent world?
How many of us realize that we’re already pedaling in the
right direction?
See you next month at the birthday ride. (our “organized
coincidence” will celebrate its 14th birthday, having started
here in September 1992 before spreading around the world).

Sh

he August 25, 2006 San Francisco Critical Mass
commemorates Hurricane Katrina and the ongoing
destruction of New Orleans. It was exactly one year
ago, on August 25, 2005, that Katrina reached hurricane
strength, beginning the process that led to New Orleans
becoming “the worst disaster in US history.”
But as we mourn the destruction of New Orleans, those
of us in San Francisco can’t help but remember that before
Katrina it was our own city that held the title of “worst
disaster”—and may yet again! Of course we all know that an
active fault line rumbles beneath our feet, threatening to shake
our city into rubble. But we also face looming disaster in the
form of rising waters, as global temperatures (due, in no small
measure, to the global car culture) raise the shoreline, and no
one really knows how high it will go.
To acknowledge this fact, we propose a route along
our current shoreline southward and through what
was once Mission Bay before turning north and
tracing a route along the FUTURE shoreline at a
line approximately 15 feet above the current
sea level. Many times we will traverse the
original shoreline too, long ago ﬁlled in
with sand and soil from San Francisco
hills that are no more.
FEMA, the Federal Emergency
Manipulation Agency, is blamed
for ﬂubbing the relief eﬀort in New
Orleans. But FEMA has done its job
perfectly! It has channeled billions in relief
funds directly to the same businesses that have
proﬁted so handsomely from the destruction of
Iraq. No doubt the same insider corporations—
like San Francisco’s Bechtel—are now lining up for a
chance to “rebuild” the birth clinic of the “new Middle
East” in Lebanon.
FEMA’s job is to preserve and extend class divisions in
the U.S. Disasters like Katrina are opportunities for radical
social engineering on behalf of society’s owners. It’s not
incompetence when FEMA makes the disrupted lives of New
Orleans’s poor and black population into a story of permanent
displacement, bur rather it’s a long-cherished goal of the
city’s wealthy owners. FEMA is the federal government’s
velvet-gloved ﬁst to smash communities that have ideas of
their own, dividing people to ensure confusion, isolation and
dependency. The next step is to blame the victims for their
condition. A�er months or years of delay and inadequate
support, the dispersed and atomized victims are abandoned
to their fates, urged to get on with their new lives.
When we bicycle together in Critical Mass we’re engaged
in a very diﬀerent kind of radical social engineering.
Critical Mass is a monthly practice of spontaneous collective cooperation and self-direction, just the opposite of a
militarized bureaucracy like FEMA. More importantly,

Lure/invite a car commuter you know to join us in September.
While riding today, surprise people with warmth and open-minded curiosity.
Judge not lest you be judged for being judgmental!

Commi�ee for Full Enjoyment
San Francisco • August 25, 2006
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